LeaderEquip: Leading With The Future In Mind

**Purpose:** Something set up as an object or end to be__________. A subject under discussion or an action in course of ______________. It is ____________ focused.

**The Truth:** There is no _______ ____. We are His __________ vessels for ____________.

Therefore, we must __________ to be ____________ in executing “our purpose”.

**So...how do we do it?**

- ____________________ : Directed with strained or eager attention ________________. Having the ______, __________, or ______ concentrated on something or some end or purpose.

**How Jesus Developed People:**

**Stage 1: “___________ and ____________”**

-Intentional Notes:
  - Environment -
  - Discussion -
  - Action -
Stage 2: “____________ and _____________ ___”
-Intentional Notes:
  Environment-

Discussion-

Action-

Stage 3: “____________ and be __________ ____”
-Intentional Notes:
  Examples-

Encouragement-

Sharing-

Stage 4: “____________ In ____”
-Intentional Notes:
  Living-

Serving-

Sending-

The Intentional Process:
- __________ → __________ → __________ → ___________ & __________

The “Big Idea”: For us to lead with the future in mind means being __________ like __________ was in the ____________ of our people in all ________________.